Random Walk (RW) 
I. Introduction and Motivation
Random walk (RW) on a given network is a sequential process in which a walker moves from one node of the network to another, selected at random among its neighbors. RW algorithms do not require the knowledge of underlying network, hence they are very well suited for wireless networks which can undergo structural changes due to mobility, switching off of the resource constraint devices, failure of devices and many other factors [14] .
Algorithms that depend on topology are not favorable This work was supported by University of Rome "La Sapienza" (grant NR. C26F07NFHK-2007 ) and the European Network of Excellence "ReSIST" (contract number: 026764) due to the cost associated with the maintaining the topology information. Wireless networks are also particularly favorable to implement random walks due to the broadcast nature of the transmissions. The use of Random walk have been proposed in membership services [12] , group based communication [13] , search/query [9] , [14] , and routing [10] .
A Simple Random Walk (SRW) arises when the choice of the next node to visit is done uniformly at random. SRWs have the property visiting all nodes of the network, provided that the topology is connected. Thus, the target is eventually reached. However, in a SRW the expected number of steps required to reach a given target node, namely the hitting time, can be very high. This makes SRW potentially not always convenient w.r.t. to other unstructured search solution, most notably flooding.
The hitting time can be reduced by enriching the selection policy with some form of biasing, that pushes the walker towards the target. If there is no external information or hints about where the target can be located, then the only option is to force the walker to always explore new parts the network. Or, equivalently, to avoid visit the same nodes less number of times. This is the central idea of our paper.
The biasing strategy proposed in this paper is completely distributed and rely only on the information locally known to a node. We show that with this biasing strategy the search efficiency and other metrics of random walk greatly improves as compared to existing strategies. To evaluate our proposal we have chosen grid topology. The grid topology, on one hand allows us to use a simple analytical model for having a first flavor of the effect of the position of the target node on the hitting time and on the other hand, by increasing the grid connectivity we can approximate a random geometric graph. Moreover, a grid topology is a good model for wireless mesh networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we give some the essential preliminary information on random walk and definitions of terms used in the paper, section III present the proposed strategy, section IV give experiment details and discuss the results in which we compare the proposed strategy with other strategies, section V gives some of the important work done in biasing strategies and the last section VI concludes and points out some directions for future work.
II. Background

A. Some important definitions
Let us define various terms used in this study
• Visit: A node is visited when it receives the walker.
We define two types of visits. If a node after receiving the walker either forwards it to another node or it is the target node then the visit is called active visit, otherwise if the does not forward the walker then we call the visit as passive visit. Passive visits occur due to the broadcast nature of transmissions.
• Covered node: A node is said to be covered if it has been visited at least once.
• Cover time: It is the expected number of steps to visit every node in the network starting from a node from which the cover time is maximum [3] .
• Partial cover time: It is the expected number of steps required by RW to visit a constant fraction of nodes of the network [9] .
• Hitting time: The hitting time H ij of node j from node i, is the expected number of steps (transmissions) the walker does in order to reach node j for the first time, starting from a node i [3] .
B. Hitting time in Simple Random Walk
Before presenting the proposed biasing strategy, it is worth analyzing the behavior of a SRW on a grid. For the SRW on a grid a standard Markov Chain analysis can be used [4] [2] . Let N be the number of nodes of the network and P a N ×N transition matrix of a Markov chain, whose entry p ij gives the probability that the random walker moves from node i to j. Let now t be our target node and construct the matrix Q from P by removing row t and column t. The matrix (I−Q) −1 , where I is identity matrix, exists and it is called the fundamental matrix. To derive the hitting time for the grid topology we define the transition probability matrix as follows. Points of the grid are assigned coordinates w.r.t. a cartesian axis, with origin at the bottom-leftmost point of the grid. Let s = (i, j) be a grid point, the distance between s 1 and s 2 be ||s 1 , s 2 || = |i 1 − i 2 | + |j 1 − j 2 | and d(s 1 ) be the degree of s 1 , then the probability matrix is given as:
With the probability transition matrix given above we have done the Markov Chain simulations to find the hitting time with respect to the different positions of destination when source is placed at (0,0) and obtained the graphs in Figure 1 . It can be seen that the hitting time is maximum when source and destination nodes are at extreme diagonal node. This is easy to understand since the nodes at the extreme diagonals are farthest apart and also at corners they have the least number of neighbors and thus connectivity. We shall use these results in section IV-B.
III. Proposed biasing strategy
In the proposed biasing strategy each node records the number of times it has been actively and passively visited. When a node has to select a neighbor for forwarding the walker, the nodes probes its neighbors and then selects the neighbor which have a least value of active and passive visits. In case of tie, a node is selected randomly from these least visited neighbors. Probing can be done very efficiently as described in [16] .
We compare the proposed biasing strategy with the strategies given in Table I at random without look-ahead (strategy A) or with lookahead (strategy B), or selected at random among the least visited nodes without look-ahead (strategy C) or with look-head (strategy D). Strategy C corresponds to random walk with choice proposed in [14] , where the number of choices equals the number of neighbors. The proposed is the strategy E in which the neighbor is selected at random among the least actively and passively visited neighbors. Note that this strategy implicitly includes lookahead. Figure 2 shows a few steps of random walker moving according to strategy E, using the notion of active visit (AV ) and passive visit (P V ).
IV. Simulation results
We did simulations on Linux SUSE 9 platform using custom built C simulator. We did not used a packet level simulator like ns-2 [1] on purpose. We experimented [16] with ns-2 and found that ns-2 is not scalable. It took large amount of time to simulate the behavior of random walk with just a few hundred nodes. In this work since we are not interested in packet level simulations and want to observe the behavior of the proposed biasing strategy with large number of nodes, we built a simulator with C. We assume that within a step of the random walk there are no communication failures when probing for neighbors and forwarding the walker to a selected neighbor using, for example, distributed selection or centralized selection mechanisms [16] . We also assume that a node do not fail during the short interval when it is being visited by the walker.
A. Comparison against flooding
Flooding is a well known approach for searching in unstructured networks. It is important to compare our solution with flooding. Comparing random walk search cost with that of flooding is not straight forward. Random walk search performance is measured in terms of hitting time and hitting probability whereas for flooding there are no useful notion of these two parameters. Instead, in flooding we can measure the search cost in terms of number of transmissions required to search a target. This parameter is indicative of the energy consumption in searching a target. The transmissions can be due to query packets or due to control packets such as MAC level packets.
Note that it is not only the number of transmissions but also the length of transmission that is the measure of energy consumption. In this respect if we observe the query packet we see that it is the longest of all other associated control packets as it carries detailed information, which can be an XML file describing the service or the target node. Whereas the control packets are of very short duration. We can thus safely assume that actual energy consumption is due to the transmissions of the query packets and therefore can consider the number of transmissions as the number of query packets transmissions. The hitting time, as defined before for a random walk, is therefore the number of transmissions of the query packet.
The number of transmissions in case of flooding the whole network is the total number of nodes N , if we assume that each node transmits the query exactly once. The biasing strategy E, the mean number of transmissions and hence the search cost is less than that of flooding. In case of many query requests, this result encourages the use of RW using the proposed strategy for searching a network because on one hand the mean number of transmissions will be less than that of flooding and and on the other hand there is always a probability of hitting a randomly places target within few steps and thus stopping the RW, whereas in case of flooding the whole network has always to be searched without being stopped even when the target is found earlier.
B. Comparison against other strategies
In this section we shall compare random walks having selection strategies given in table I with respect to different metrics.
1) Hitting time:
In this section we will consider different metrics related to the hitting time. The worst case scenario is the one in which the source and destination are placed at the extreme diagonals as suggested in section II-B and in random case scenario source and destination are placed at random in the network. a) Hitting probability distribution, worst case: The graphs in Figure 3 show the probability of finding a target within a specific number of steps for different random walks. A better random walk would have more probability of finding a target in comparatively less number of steps. In this regard we observe that for the proposed policy E, the probability of hitting a target is highest within the given number of steps as compared to other random walks. This is because the random walk tries to avoid the nodes which it has already search either actively or passively and thus probability of finding a target always increases with each step. Figure 4 (a) shows the variation of hitting time for increasing network size for different biasing strategies for the worst case search scenario, that is when the source and target are placed at the extreme diagonal nodes of the grid. We see that the pure random walk performs worst with the maximum hitting time where as the proposed strategy E performs the best with the least hitting time.
b) Mean hitting time, worst case:
c) Mean hitting time, random case: Figure 4 (b) shows the variation of mean hitting time with respect to increasing number of nodes when any source and destination can be chosen from the grid. Here we also observe that the policy E has always the least mean hitting time with increasing number of nodes as compared to other random walks. This is because the strategy used for biasing exploits the broadcast nature of the wireless medium and with one broadcast it can passively visit it neighbors and can later effect the random walk by avoiding further visits. Figure 4(c) shows the variation of mean hitting time with the density of neighbors. We see that for all strategies the mean hitting time decreases. The variation of mean hitting time is maximum in strategy A, which is SRW whereas the variation and also it value is always least in the proposed policy E. This is a significant result as it tells us that the RW biased with the proposed strategy is least effected by varying neighbor density.
d) Mean hitting time variation with density of neighbors, worst case:
2) Cover Performance: It is often important to see how a network is covered by a RW biasing strategy. Cover time and partial cover time are two important metrics in knowing the efficiency of cover performance. The Figure 5(a) shows how the partial cover time is related to the fraction of cover of the network for different biasing strategies for a 10x10 grid. We see that the proposed biasing strategy E performs best through out different percent of the network cover as compared to other strategies. We also note that in all biasing strategies the number of steps and hence energy and effort to cover almost 80% of the network is less as compared to covering the remaining network. In the compared RWs the best is performed with biasing strategy E in which the increase in number of steps is almost linear till about 80% of network cover. Now let us see how the strategies would scale with the increasing grid size. Instead of comparing all strategies in the table I we just select the best two i.e., strategy D and E and compare them for 100% and 80% cover of network with increasing network size. The Figure 5 (b) shows this comparison. It is interesting to see that in strategy E the number of steps required to cover 80% of network increases almost linearly with the increasing size of the grid. We thus observe that RW with strategy E is more scalable than other strategies with respect to network coverage.
3) Effect of service replication: The final aspect we consider is service replication. Often we have more than one similar services in a network and we are interested in searching any one of the available services. In Figure  5 (c) we compare the performance of random walk biased with different policies when the number of similar available service increases. In Figure 5 (c) we see that proposed policy E performs best as compared to RWs biased with other strategies. One interesting point here is that although with smaller number of similar services the difference between hitting times of different random walks is prominent but with the increasing number of similar services this difference of hitting time decreases. We also observe that with policy E the mean hitting time remains more or less constant with increasing number of similar services whereas in case of other random walks the hitting time depends on the number of available similar services. Thus with the strategy E there is not big advantage in replicating services. The advantage of replicating services is quite visible in other biasing strategies.
V. Related work
There has been an extensive analytical study of simple random walk in literature. Lovasz [3] gives a detailed analytical study of SRWs. To reduce the hitting time and improve other metrics of SRW, different biasing strategies have been used in literature. We give here some of the recent related work in biased random walk in which the biasing does not depend on the information available globally to the network nodes, like gps.
Braginsky and Estrin in [6] propose a rumor routing mechanism used for searching. The nodes with services launch mobile agents which execute random walks in the network resulting in event-paths. The queries are also mobile agents that follow random walks. Whenever a query agent intersects with an event-path, it uses that information to bias the query to the location of the service provider. This strategy may not be efficient if services are replicated in the network as each service provider would initiate a random walk [8] .
Avin and Brito [9] have proposed a biased RW in which the biasing depends on a biasing parameter bias where 0 ≤ bias ≤ 1. When bias = 0 it leads to SRW and when bias = 1 the RW is not allowed to visit an already visited node and if all neighbors are visited then any neighbor is selected at random to avoid a deadlock situation. When 0 < bais < 1 the selection of visited and unvisited neighbors is probabilistic. The RW performs best when bias = 1. But in this case i.e., when bias = 1 as the network is covered more and more nodes are marked visited thus reducing unvisited neighbors. Since in this case when a node finds all neighbors visited it does a random selection, so we expect to have a diminishing effect of bias with increasing network cover.
The RW proposed in [9] was later improved by Avin and Krishnamachari [14] . They proposed RW with choice. The random walk moves to a neighbor which is selected from a small number of neighbors d sampled at random and is least visited. They compare SRW with the proposed RW and show that for d ≥ 2 there is a significant improvement over the SRW w.r.t different metrics like cover time and visit distribution. To the best of our knowledge this is the best biasing strategy proposed so far which does not rely on any external or global information for biasing. The biasing strategy proposed in the paper actually extends and improves this strategy.
Adamic et al. [5] , Kim et al. [7] and Thadakamalla et al. [11] have studied searching using RW in scale free and power law graphs in which highest degree neighbor is chosen with no retracing. Such a RW may lead to infinite loops [15] .
A detailed comparative study is made by Dhillon and Mieghen [15] . They compare RW in which next step is chosen proportional to the degree, RW with memory, RW with lookahead, RW that steps to the highest degree neighbor and RWs having different combinations of these RW strategies in random geometric graphs. In RW with memory, a memory list keeps record of node ids visited. The next hop is selected randomly from neighbors that are not in the memory list. Such a strategy leads to deadlock. In RW with lookahead if destination node is among the neighbors, that node is chosen for the next hop. Such a RW can have loops, but no deadlock. In RW that steps to the highest degree neighbor node and select randomly if some nodes have the same highest degree, the RW can lead to infinite loop. In case of RW proportional to the degree, next step is chosen probabilistic in which the probability of choosing the neighbor node is proportional to the degree of the neighbor nodes. There are no deadlock in this type of RW but the drawback is that it becomes equivalent to a simple RW in regular graphs. The authors have shown that RW that uses highest degree with lookahead and memory is the most efficient strategy among the compared in random graphs.
VI. Conclusion and future work
In this paper we first introduced the notion of active and passive visits and then proposed an efficient random walk biasing strategy that exploit the active and passive visits of a node. We compared our proposed strategy with different random walk strategies which do not rely on any global information and just use local information available at the node. The simulation results on a grid topology showed that the RW with the proposed strategy is better than flooding with respect to search cost. It is most search cost effective, least effected by varying neighbor density, not only least effected but also perform best when services are replicated and scales best. As a future work we plan to investigate a stopping criteria that relies on the information that can be known online and can terminate RW approximately at some fraction of cover. This is motivated by the fact that in Figure 5(a) we can see an approximate linear relation between an online property (partial cover time) and a global property (percent of network cover). The work presented in this paper is based on simulation on a grid topology. To have a more realistic study of the behavior of the proposed biasing strategy we plan study it in other graph models.
